Abstract. Sufficient conditions are given for the Q-superlinear convergence of the iterates produced by primal-dual interior-point methods for linear complementarity problems. It is shown that those conditions are satisfied by several well known interior-point methods. In particular it is shown that the iteration sequences produced by the simplified predictor-corrector method of Gonzaga and Tapia, the simplified largest step method of Gonzaga and Bonnans, the LPF+ algorithm of Wright, the higher order methods of Wright and Zhang, Potra and Sheng, and Stoer, Wechs and Mizuno are Q-superlinearly convergent.
Introduction
Most of the work on primal-dual interior-point methods has been concerned with the convergence to zero of the duality gap as illustrated by the recent monographs [20] , [27] , [29] .
Comparatively there are few results on the convergence of the iteration sequences produced by such algorithms to the solution of the problem. A first result in this direction was obtained by Tapia, Zhang and Ye [24] who gave sufficient conditions for the convergence of the iteration sequence generated by the Kojima-Mizuno-Yoshise [11] primaldual interior-point algorithm. However they did not prove that those sufficient conditions can be satisfied by a specific realization of the Kojima-Mizuno-Yoshise algorithm in such a way that the polynomial complexity of the algorithm is preserved. Gonzaga and Tapia [9] showed that the iterates produced by Mizuno-Todd-Ye predictor-corrector method [14] converge to the analytic center of the solution set. We note that the MizunoTodd-Ye predictor-corrector method (MTY) requires two matrix factorization and two backsolves per iteration and has O( √ nL) iteration complexity [14] and Q-quadratically convergent duality gap [30] . Gonzaga and Tapia [10] also proposed a modification of the MTY predictor-corrector method (called the simplified MTY method) that asymptotically requires only one matrix factorization per iteration while retaining the O( √ n L) iteration complexity and the Q-quadratic convergence of the duality gap, and showed that the iteration sequence produced by this method converges, but not necessarily to the analytic center. The above results about the convergence of the iteration sequence were extended for a very general class of feasible interior-point methods by Bonnans and Gonzaga [2] and generalized for infeasible interior-point methods by Bonnans and Potra [4] . From the last two papers it follows that virtually all interior-point methods using an l 2 neighborhood of the central path produce convergent iteration sequences. It also follows that virtually all interior-point methods using l ∞ neighborhoods of the central path and search directions that approach asymptotically the affine scaling direction produce convergent iteration sequences. Thus the problem of the convergence of the iterates was established for a large class of interior point methods. However none of the above mentioned papers establishes the rate of convergence of the iteration sequence. Among the very few results about the rate of convergence of the iteration sequence we mention the paper of Wright [26] where it is shown that the iteration sequence produced by the LPF+ algorithm is R-subquadratically convergent for nondegenerate monotone linear complementarity problems, and the paper of Potra and Sheng [18] that analyzes an interior point method for linear complementarity problems with sufficient matrices whose iteration sequence is Q-subquadratically convergent for nondegenerate problems and convergent with Q-order 1.25 otherwise. We note that for many interior point methods it is possible to prove R-superlinear convergence of the distance from the iterates to the solution set (see, e.g. [23] ). Even if the sequence of iterates is convergent towards a solution, the fact that the distance between the iterates to the solution set converges R-superlinearly does not imply that the iterates converge R-superlinearly. This aspect will be addressed at the end of Sect. 4 .
In the present paper we give sufficient conditions for the Q-superlinear convergence of the iterates produced by primal-dual interior-point methods for sufficient linear complementarity problems. We show that those conditions are satisfied by several well known interior point methods. In particular we show that if the problem has a strictly complementary solution then: the simplified predictor-corrector method of Gonzaga and Tapia [10] and the simplified largest step method of Gonzaga [8] produce a Qquadratically convergent iteration sequences; the LPF+ algorithm of Wright [26, 27] produces a Q-subquadratically convergent iteration sequence; the methods of Wright and Zhang [28] and Potra and Sheng [17] that asymptotically require one matrix factorization and p backsolves at each iteration produce iteration sequences that are convergent with Q-order p + 1. The high order simplified largest step method of Gonzaga and Bonnans [3] asymptotically requires one matrix factorization and 2 p backsolves per iteration. In [3] it is shown that for this method the duality gap converges to zero with strong Q-order at least p + 1. From our analysis it follows that the iteration sequence is Q-superlinearly convergent with the same order. Recently Stoer, Wechs and Mizuno [22] proposed an interior-point method based on high order derivatives of the central path that requires asymptotically one matrix factorization and p backsolves per iteration. Their algorithm depends on a constant ζ ∈ (0, 1). It is shown that the primal-dual gap converges to zero with strong Q-order at least p + 1 − ζ and the iteration sequence converges with the same R-order. From our analysis it will follow that if ζ( p + 1 − ζ) > 1 then the iteration sequence converges with strong Q-order ζ( p + 1 − ζ).
For problems that do not have a strictly complementary solution we show that the iteration sequences produced by the method of Potra and Sheng [19] are convergent with Q-order 1.25 and those produced by the method of Stoer, Wechs and Mizuno are convergent with strong Q-order at least ζ(
We would like to stress that establishing Q-superlinear convergence of the iterates may have an important impact on designing alternative stopping criteria for interior-point methods. Presently most interior-point methods terminate when an iterate z k = (s k , x k ) with duality gap less than a given tolerance > 0 is produced. Under certain conditions this implies that the distance between z k and the solution set is O( ), but the constant hidden in the O(·) notation cannot be estimated in practice. On the other hand if z k converges Q-superlinearly to a solution z * , then z k − z * has asymptotically the same value as z k −z k+1 (in the sense that lim( z k −z * z k −z k+1 ) = 1), so that efficient stopping criteria can be written to ensure that the interior point method terminates with a z k at distance less than from the solution.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we review some facts about Rconvergence and Q-convergence. The main results of the paper are contained in Sect. 3 where sufficient conditions for the superlinear convergence of the iteration sequences produced by primal-dual methods for P * linear complementarity problems are given in a very general framework. Section 4 contains applications to some particular primal-dual interior-point methods. We frequently use the O(·) and (·) notation to express the relationship between functions. Our most common usage will be associated with a sequence {x k } of vectors and a sequence {τ k } of positive real numbers. In this case
We use the same notations for a point x in a set parameterized by τ, say E τ . We say
for all x ∈ E τ , and all small enough τ. In particular, x = (1) in E τ means that there are constants
Given a vector x ∈ IR n and an index set P ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} we denote by x P the vector with components x i , i ∈ P.
R-order and Q-order of convergence
In this section we review some notions related to the R-order and Q-order of convergence. For more details see [16] . First we give the definition of R-linear and Q-linear convergence. Definition 1. Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers. We say that:
Definition 2. Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers. We say that:
First, we observe that if the sequence (α k ) satisfies any of the conditions above then (α k ) converges to zero. Second, we note that if (α k ) converges Q-linearly then it also converges R-linearly since
Moreover if (α k ) converges Q-linearly with global rate ρ then it also converges R-linearly with global rate ρ. We note the following difference in between R-linear convergence and Q-linear convergence: while R-linear convergence implies global R-linear convergence with some global rate ρ < 1 (we can take any ρ ∈ (lim sup k √ α k , 1)), the corresponding property does not hold for Q-linear convergence.
Definition 3. Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers. We say that (α k ) converges R-superlinearly if
lim k √ α k = 0.
Definition 4. Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers. We say that (α k ) converges Q-superlinearly if
Obviously R-superlinear convergence implies R-linear convergence, and Q-superlinear convergence implies Q-linear convergence. Also Q-superlinear convergence implies R-superlinear convergence.
Definition 5. Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers. The R-order of convergence of
It is easily seen that for any sequence of positive real numbers we have
In Definitions 5 and 6 we have not assumed that the sequence (α k ) converges to zero. From the following proposition it follows that if (α k ) is bounded and R((α k )) > 1 then (α k ) converges to zero.
Proposition 1. Assume that the sequence
(α k ) is bounded. Then 1. If R((α k )) > 1 then (α k ) is R-superlinearly convergent. 2. If Q((α k )) > 1 then (α k ) is Q-superlinearly convergent.
Proof. 1) From the hypothesis it follows that for any
Hence lim α k = 0. By taking K large enough we have
and this shows that lim k √ α k = 0. 2) From (1) and the proof above we deduce that lim α k = 0. It follows that for any
By examining the proof of the above proposition we can easily prove the following result.
Proposition 2.
Let (α k ) be a bounded sequence of positive real numbers.
The above proposition motivates the following definitions.
Definition 7.
Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers that converges to zero and let ω > 1 be a constant. We say that (α k ) converges with strong R-order at least ω if there is a constant 0 < γ < 1 such that
Definition 8. Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers that converges to zero and let ω > 1 be a constant. We say that (α k ) converges with strong Q-order at least ω if
Using Proposition 2 we can easily prove the following result.
Proposition 3. Assume that the sequence
, and
A special situation arises when the supremum in (4) and/or in (5) is attained.
Definition 9.
Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers that converges to zero and let ω > 1 be a constant. We say that
Definition 10. Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers that converges to zero and let ω > 1 be a constant. We say that
Let us note that the notions of exact R-order and exact Q-order defined above are slightly more general than the corresponding notions defined in [16] .
A particular but very important case is represented by the notions of subquadratic and quadratic convergence. Definition 11. Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers that converges to zero.
We say that
Definition 12. Let (α k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers that converges to zero.
In this paper we will be concerned with convergence properties of sequences of vectors. Let (y k ) be a sequence of vectors belonging to a finite dimensional vector space IR p which converges to a vector y * ∈ IR p . Let · be any norm on IR p . The convergence properties of the sequence of (y k ) are by definition identical with the convergence properties of the sequence y k − y * . Thus we say that (y k ) converges Q-quadratically if there is a constant q 2 such that
We note that since any two norms on IR p are equivalent the (superlinear) convergence properties of a vector sequence are independent of the choice of the norm. This fact is an immediate consequence of the following result. 
If (α k ) has any of the properties in Definitions 4, 8, 10 , and 12 then (β k ) has the same property. In particular the Q-orders of convergence of (α k ) and (β k ) are the same.
Proof. We only prove the fact that if (α k ) converges with strong Q-order at least ω so does (β k ). From (3) and (7) it follows that there is a constant q such that for sufficiently large k we have
which proves our statement.
In the next proposition we give sufficient conditions under which Q((α k )) > 1 implies Q((β k )) > 1, but the two Q-orders are no longer equal. 
If (α k ) converges with strong Q-order at least ω and if ζω > 1 then (β k ) converges with strong Q-order at least ζω.
Proof. We prove only the fact that if (α k ) converges with strong Q-order at least ω then (β k ) converges with strong Q-order at least ζω. From (3) and (8) it follows that there is a constant q such that
for all sufficiently large k.
We have seen that if (7) holds and (α k ) is Q-superlinearly convergent, so is (β k ). However if (8) holds and (α k ) is Q-superlinearly convergent then (β k ) may not be Qsuperlinearly convergent. We also note that if (7) holds and (α k ) is Q-linearly convergent then (β k ) may not be Q-linearly convergent. However we can easily prove the following result. 
Sufficient conditions for the superlinear convergence of the iterates
In this paper we study the convergence of a class of infeasible interior point methods for solving the horizontal linear complementarity problem (HLCP):
where b ∈ IR n , and Q, R ∈ IR n×n with rank[Q, R] = n.
We assume that there is a constant κ ≥ 0 such that for any u, v ∈ IR n ,
where
If the pair (Q, R) satisfies (11) or (12) we say that (Q, R) is a P * (κ)−pair. The class of all P * (κ)−pairs is denoted by P * (κ), and the class P * is defined by
i.e., (Q, R) is a P * -pair if (Q, R) ∈ P * (κ) for some κ ≥ 0. It can be shown (see [25] ) that the class P * defined above coincides with the class of sufficient pairs as defined in [5] (see also [21] ). If (Q, R) ∈ P * (0), we say that the linear complementarity problem (10) is monotone. It is known (see, e.g. [2] ) that this problem trivially includes the linear programming problem (LP) and the convex quadratic programming problem (QP) in their usual formulations, and thus provides a quite general framework for the study of algorithms. Of course any LP and QP can also be written as a standard linear complementarity problem (SLCP) which is an HLCP where R is the identity matrix and −Q is positive semidefinite. For the equivalence between different formulations of P * (κ) linear complementarity problems see [1] .
In [4] we described a general framework for analyzing the convergence of infeasible interior-point methods for monotone horizontal linear complementarity problems of the form (10) having a strictly complementary solution. In what follows we will consider some of the notions introduced there for the more general case where (Q, R) is a P * -pair and when (10) may not have a strictly complementary solution.
We define the measure of optimality of (x, s) ∈ IR
and its measure of feasibility as r where r is the residual in the linear part of (10),
It is easily seen that the measure of optimality of (x, s) is in fact the normalized l 1 −norm of the residual of the nonlinear part of (10), nµ = xs 1 , so that finding a solution of HLCP (10) means finding a pair (x, s) ∈ IR 2n + with µ = 0 and r = 0.
We consider algorithms for solving the HLCP (10) that follow approximately the "infeasible central path pinned on a" [4] , defined as the set of triplets (x, s, τ) that satisfy
where a is a constant vector related to the starting point
by
with r 0 being the residual in the linear part of (10) at the starting point,
From [21] it follows that if (Q, R) ∈ P * , rank[Q, R] = n, and (10) has a solution then (15) has a unique solution for any 0 < τ ≤ τ 0 . It is easily seen that if a is defined as above then the second equation of (15) is satisfied at the starting point. If we choose arbitrary s 0 > 0, τ 0 > 0 and take x 0 = τ 0 /s 0 then the first equation of (15) is also satisfied, i.e., the starting point chosen in this way belongs to the infeasible central path pinned on a. For any triplet (x, s, τ) belonging to the infeasible central path we have obviously µ = τ. Even if the starting point is on the infeasible central path, the subsequent points (x, s, τ) produced by the algorithm will not be on this path and therefore µ and τ will be different in general. Nevertheless, because the second equation in (15) is linear, when considering algorithms based on Newton's method it follows that if the second equation in (15) is satisfied by the starting point, then it will be satisfied by all subsequent points. We will assume that the algorithms under consideration produce points (x, s, τ) with decreased values of τ (i.e., τ ≤ τ 0 ) and which belong to a certain neighborhood of the infeasible central path. More precisely we assume that the points belong to a "large" neighborhood of the form
where 0 < ν < 1 and β > 0 are two given constants. Since in this paper we are only interested in the local convergence, the constants ν and β may depend on the problem data, including the dimension n of the problem. In [4] we considered a neighborhood depending only on a single parameter
it follows that
and
We denote the feasible set, and the solution set of (10) by
From the lemma below it follows that if (10) has a solution then N −∞ (ν, β) is bounded.
Lemma 1.
Assume that (Q, R) ∈ P * (κ) and that F * is nonempty. Then for any (x * , s * ) ∈ F * and (x, s, τ) ∈ N −∞ (ν, β) we have
Proof. Since r = ψr 0 and 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1 we have
Using inequalities (x * , s * ) ≥ 0, (x, s) > 0, and (12) we can write
By expanding (27) , we obtain
and the desired inequalities (23) and (24) follow by using (28), (x * ) T s * = 0, s T x * + x T s * ≥ 0, s T x 0 + x T s 0 > 0, and µ ≤ βτ.
In order to study the asymptotic behavior of the points (x, s, τ) ∈ N −∞ (ν, β) as τ → 0 we have to examine more carefully the structure of the solution set F * . Let us define three subsets B, N and J of the index set {1, · · · , n} by
It is known that the index sets B, N, J form a partition of {1, · · · , n} and that the definition of B and N is independent of the particular solution (x * , s * ) ∈ F * (see [6] ). In fact it can be shown that
for all (x * , s * ) in the relative interior of F * , and that if (x * , s * ) ∈ F * then x * cannot have more than card(B) nonzero entries and s * cannot have more than card(N) nonzero entries. Moreover all the nonzero entries of x * have the corresponding indices in B and all the nonzero entries of s * have the corresponding indices in N (cf. [7] , [6] ). Therefore any solution satisfying (29) is called a maximal solution. The relative interior of F * coincides with the set of all maximal solutions. If the set J is empty then a maximal solution is called a strictly complementary solution. We say that the problem is nondegenerate if it has a strictly complementary solution. The set of all strictly complementary solutions of (10) will be denoted by
Using Lemma 1, the fundamental paper of Monteiro and Wright [15] , and the techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1 of Mizuno [13] , we obtain the following result.
Proposition 7. If F * is nonempty, then there exist positive constants φ , φ such that
Let us note that since in N −∞ (ν, β) we have µ = (τ), and therefore we can replace τ with µ in the above inequalities. Similar inequalities can be proved for some families of triplets that do not belong to N −∞ (ν, β). Rather than trying to establish the most general class of such triplets we will assume that the interior-point method to be analyzed produces a sequence of strictly positive vectors x k , s k such that
where, in conformity with (13) and (14) we have denoted
We are now ready to state the main results of this section, whose proof uses some techniques developed in [26] and [18] . F  *  is nonempty and let (x k , s k ) be a sequence positive vectors satisfying (31), such that (µ k ) converges R-linearly to zero. If Proof. If the sequence (µ k ) converges R-linearly then it converges R-linearly with a certain global rate. Assume that it converges with global R-linear rate ρ < 1. Then, according to Proposition 6, µ σ k converges with global R-linear rate η := ρ σ < 1. Hence there is a constant C such that
Theorem 1. Suppose that
It follows that
The above relation shows that the sequence (x k , s k ) is Cauchy, so that it converges to some point (x * , s * ). Using (31) we deduce that (x * , s * ) is a maximal solution of (10) . Taking i → ∞ in this relation we obtain
which shows that (x k , s k ) converges R-linearly with global rate ρ σ .
We note that under the hypothesis of the above theorem the Q-linear convergence of the sequence (µ k ) does not imply the Q-linear convergence of the sequence (x k , s k ). However from the next theorem it follows that the Q-superlinear convergence of the sequence (µ k ) implies the Q-superlinear convergence of the sequence (x k , s k ). Proof. The convergence of (x k , s k ) towards a maximal solution (x * , s * ) of (10) follows from Theorem 1. If (µ k ) converges Q-superlinearly to zero then there is a positive integer K such that
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 we deduce that
(i) If the problem is degenerate, i.e., if J is nonempty, then we have x * J = 0, s * J = 0, and from (31) we obtain
(ii) If the problem is nondegenerate, i.e., if J is empty, then, by using the fact that x * N = 0, s * B = 0 and (31), we deduce
where σ = .5 if the HLCP (10) is degenerate and σ = 1 if the HLCP (10) is nondegenerate. The conclusion of the theorem follows from the above relation, Proposition 4, and the fact that the Q-superlinear convergence properties of the sequences (µ k ) and (µ σ k ) are identical.
By using Proposition 5 we can prove in a similar manner the following result. 
where σ = .5 if the HLCP (10) 
Applications
We end this paper by applying the results of the previous section to establish the Qsuperlinear convergence of the iteration sequences generated by several well known primal-dual interior point methods. Although all those methods can be generalized for a P * −HLCP of the form (10), it is beyond the scope of the present paper to do so. Therefore we will content ourselves to establish the Q-superlinear convergence of the iterates in the framework developed in the original papers. The simplified MTY algorithm. The simplified MTY method proposed by Gonzaga and Tapia [10] for LP requires only one matrix factorization and two backsolves per iteration while retaining the O( √ nL) iteration complexity and the Q-quadratic convergence of the duality gap of the original MTY method. From the analysis in [10] it follows that the iterates generated by the simplified MTY method satisfy
Since the hypothesis of Theorem 2 are satisfied we deduce that the sequence (x k , s k ) converges Q-quadratically. The simplified largest step algorithm. The superlinear convergence of the duality gap for the feasible largest step algorithm was first proved by McShane [12] for nondegenerate monotone SLCPs under the assumption that the iteration sequence converges. The results of Bonnans and Gonzaga [2] show that this assumption holds. The largest step method was extended for the infeasible case by Bonnans and Potra [4] . Gonzaga [8] proposed a simplified largest step algorithm and showed that for this algorithm the duality gap converges to zero Q-quadratically. This result was extended to the infeasible case in [4] . From the analysis in the latter papers it follows that the iterates generated by the simplified largest step algorithm satisfy (
The LPF+ algorithm of Wright. In [26] Steve Wright proposed an infeasible interiorpoint method for monotone SLCP and proved that if the SLCP is nondegenerate then the duality-gap is Q-subquadratically convergent and the iteration sequence is Rsubquadratically convergent. In his book [27] Wright describes this algorithm for LP and calls it LPF+. Since from [26] we deduce that (x k , s k ) − (x k+1 , s k+1 ) = O(µ k ) the iteration sequence is not only R-subquadratically convergent, but also Q-subquadratically convergent. Higher order algorithms. In [3] Bonnans and Gonzaga proposed a high order simplified largest step method that requires asymptotically one matrix factorization and 2 p backsolves per iteration. They proved that for this method (µ k ) converges to zero with strong Q-order at least p + 1. From Corollary 5.6 of [3] it follows that
Therefore the sequence (x k , s k ) also converges with strong Q-order at least p + 1.
Wright and Zhang [28] modified the method in [26] to obtain a method for solving monotone linear complementarity problems that asymptotically requires one matrix factorization and p backsolves at each iteration for which Q((µ k )) ≥ p + 1. Potra and Sheng [17] considered a method for solving P * linear complementarity problems with similar convergence properties. From [28] and [17] it can be deduced that (x k , s k ) − (x k+1 , s k+1 ) = O(µ k ) for both method. Hence the iterates produced by both methods are Q-superlinearly convergent and Q((x k , s k )) ≥ p + 1.
Stoer, Wechs and Mizuno [22] proposed an infeasible interior-point method for solving (10) that also requires asymptotically one matrix factorization and p backsolves per iteration. The algorithm depends on a constant ζ ∈ (0, 1). In [22] it is shown that the primal-dual gap converges to zero with strong Q-order at least p +1 −ζ and the iteration sequence converges with the same R-order. It is also shown that the iteration sequence satisfies (31) and (x k , s k ) − (x k+1 , s Degenerate problems. In all the above results it was assumed that a strictly complementary solution exists. In [19] Potra and Sheng showed that if the problem does not have a strictly complementary solution then the duality gap of their algorithm satisfies Q((µ k )) ≥ 1.25. From their paper it also follows that (x k , s k ) − (x k+1 , s k+1 ) = O( √ µ k ). Taking σ = 0.5 in Theorem 2 we deduce that the iteration sequence is also Q-superlinearly convergent and Q((x k , s k )) ≥ 1.25. Stoer, Wechs and Mizuno [22] showed that in the degenerate case the duality gap of their method converges to zero with strong Q-order at least ( p + 1 − ζ)/2 and that the iteration sequence converges to a solution (x * , s * ) with the same R-order. They also showed that (31) is satisfied and that (x k , s k )−(x k+1 , s k+1 ) = O(µ .5ζ k ). If ζ is chosen such that ζ( p + 1 − ζ) > 2 then from Theorem 3 it follows that (x k , s k ) converges with strong Q-order at least ζ( p + 1 − ζ)/2. If ζ is very close to one then the Q-order of covergence of the duality gap and the iteration sequence approach ( p + 1)/2 from above and below respectively.
Sturm [23] has recently proposed a second order algorithm for degenerate monotone HLCPs for which (µ k ) converges with strong Q-order at least 1.5. It can be easily shown that the iteration sequence converges with strong R-order at least 1.5. Sturm proves that the sequence of distances between the iterates and the solution set, (dist((x k , s k ) , s k ) , F * )) is R-superlinearly convergent. We could prove Qsuperlinear convergence if dist((x k , s k ), F * ) = ( √ µ k ), but it is not very clear if the latter relation holds for the algorithm from [23] . Even if the sequence of the distances to the solution set (dist ((x k , s k ) , F * )) is Q-superlinearly convergent, the problem of the convergence of the iteration sequence remains open. We conjecture that the iteration sequence produced by Sturm's method converges, but only at a linear rate.
